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A Bourbon Primer 

By Chris Lough           

  

 

First, what is whiskey? 

 Firstly, whiskey and whisky are the same thing for all intents and purposes, but because this 

is America, I’m going to call it whiskey. Canada and Scotland traditionally use the ‘whisky’ spelling. 

Whiskey is defined primarily by the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 27, Part 5 as “an alcoholic 

distillate from a fermented mash of grain produced at less than 190° proof in such manner that the 

distillate possesses the taste, aroma, and characteristics generally attributed to whisky, stored in oak 

containers (except that corn whisky need not be so stored), and bottled at not less than 80° proof, 

and also includes mixtures of such distillates for which no specific standards of identity are 

prescribed.” 

 This definition grew out of a need to protect customers from the ‘rectifiers’ of the late 

1800s who would add any number of flavorants and substances to their products to achieve a 

whiskey-like flavor without the quality ingredients or traditional processes (i.e. barrel aging). The 

first American law came in 1897: the Bottled in Bond Act. This states that anything labeled as such 

must be produced in a single distillation season, by a single distiller and aged in a bonded 

government warehouse for at least 4 years and bottled at 100 proof (50% alcohol). The label must 

identify which distillery the product came from and where it was bottled. An additional law was 

passed as part of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, which decided that grain neutral spirits 

were an acceptable addition to whiskey, but that any flavored neutral spirits required the word 

“blended” on the label.  

 

What is a “straight” whiskey? 
  Straight refers to a whiskey aged in charred, new oak containers for a period of 2 years or 

more. This can refer to bourbon, corn, wheat, and rye whiskies, so long as the named grain is at 

least 51% of the mash (corn in the case of bourbon). A mixture of various straight whiskies can still 

be designated as ‘straight’ so long as the whiskies within are produced in the same state. Per 

labelling laws, a straight whiskey must contain an age statement if it is between 2 and 4 years old. 4 

years or older however, no age statement is required.  

 

What is bourbon whiskey? 
 Bourbon, rye, wheat, and malt whiskies must all be distilled to a proof no higher than 160 

from a fermented mash of at least 51 percent of the named grain (corn in the case of bourbon), 

and be placed into the barrels at no higher than 125 proof. The barrel must be new charred oak, 

almost exclusively used is American White Oak. Bourbon must be produced in the United States, 

but no specific state is required. The grains which may be used in bourbon are corn, rye, wheat, 

malt and rye malt.  



 

What is Kentucky Bourbon?  
 Bourbon which has been aged in the state of Kentucky for at least a year and a day. Such 

that they may collect delicious taxes upon it.  

 

What does an age statement mean? 
 Age statements designate the youngest bourbon which is in that bottle. Older bourbons 

may be in the product, but nothing younger than the stated age may be inside it.  

 

What does Small Batch mean?  
 There is no legal definition of ‘small batch’. Typically, however, this refers to batches of 

bourbon made from 20-50 barrels. The term was originally invented for use by the Jim Beam 

Company.  

 

What does ‘Single Barrel’ mean?  
 The bourbon comes from a single barrel and is not blended with any other barrels. Every 

barrel is different, so every bottle could taste different. Though, most brands strive for a consistent 

flavor profile.  

 

What is a “Barrel Proof” or “Cask Strength” Bourbon? 
 These are typically bottled at the proof which they come out of the barrel. This is usually 

more than 110 proof, but can range up to 140 proof depending on the barrel and how it aged. A 

large number of these types of bourbons will not be chill filtered, though this is not a requirement.  

 

What are the typical types of bourbon?   
 Traditional Bourbon – predominantly corn (70-80%), rye used as the flavor grain (~15%),  

malted barley used in small quantity for enzymes that assist in sugar breakdown for  

fermentation (~5%) 

Examples – Buffalo Trace number 2 mash bill, ~15% (Ancient Age, Blanton’s,  

Elmer T. Lee) 

  Lower rye used in Buffalo Trace number 1 mash bill, ~8% (Buffalo Trace, Eagle  

Rare, Stagg Jr.) 

 High Rye Bourbon – up to 35% Rye as the flavor grain 

  Examples – Bulleit (66% corn, 33% rye, some barley), Four Roses ‘OB’ recipes  

(60% corn, 35% rye, 5% barley), Old Grand Dad 

 Wheated Bourbon – utilize wheat instead of rye as the flavor grain, ~15-20% wheat 

  Examples – Maker’s Mark, W. L. Weller, Larceny  

  

   


